All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Historical biogeography has evolved substantially since its beginning three centuries ago \[[@pone.0235949.ref001]\]. One of its main objectives is to detect areas of endemism (AoE) \[[@pone.0235949.ref002]\]. Because AoE are the main study units in analytical biogeographic methods \[[@pone.0235949.ref003], [@pone.0235949.ref004]\], they can serve to design biogeographic regionalization schemes \[[@pone.0235949.ref005]\], to infer historical relationships between them \[[@pone.0235949.ref006]\], to study organism-climate dynamics \[[@pone.0235949.ref007]\], and as a criterion to identify areas for conservation \[[@pone.0235949.ref008], [@pone.0235949.ref009], [@pone.0235949.ref010], [@pone.0235949.ref011]\]. Different methodologies have been proposed to achieve said objectives \[[@pone.0235949.ref012]--[@pone.0235949.ref021]\] with different animal taxons \[[@pone.0235949.ref003], [@pone.0235949.ref022]--[@pone.0235949.ref026]\].

AoE are hypothesized areas that can vary depending on the data use \[[@pone.0235949.ref013], [@pone.0235949.ref027]--[@pone.0235949.ref030]\]. AoE are often defined as an area with two or more endemic species living in them, presenting substantial congruence among their range limits \[[@pone.0235949.ref027]\]. Those basic criteria are based on the concept of a common biogeographical origin and/or isolation of those species ranges \[[@pone.0235949.ref003], [@pone.0235949.ref031]\].

The Atlantic Forest is one of the largest forests in the Americas, extending over approximately 150 million hectares \[[@pone.0235949.ref032]\]. Longitudinal, latitudinal and altitudinal ranges have modeled different climatic and environmental conditions producing distinct environments in it \[[@pone.0235949.ref033], [@pone.0235949.ref034]\]. These different conditions have created a complex biome that is characterized by high levels of endemism (averaging nearly 50% overall, and as high as 95% in some groups; \[[@pone.0235949.ref035]\]).

Since the proposition of the first biogeographic regionalization of the world, by Wallace \[[@pone.0235949.ref036]\], many studies identifying AoE have been carried out, including those in the Atlantic Forest in the 20th century ([Fig 1](#pone.0235949.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Through the years, the AoE proposed for the Atlantic Forest vary in size and number depending on the taxonomic group being studied. Müller \[[@pone.0235949.ref022]\] divided the Atlantic Forest into 3 AoE using amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. He named them Pernambuco, Bahia and Paulista. The author considered AoE as those areas where endemic species distributions overlapped. Kinzey \[[@pone.0235949.ref023]\] identified the same AoE as Müller, though smaller in size, using primate distributions. Cracraft \[[@pone.0235949.ref003]\] suggested two AoE using bird distributions; one of these areas extends from Pernambuco to Santa Catarina, and the other covers the so called "Paranaense Forest", as named by Morrone \[[@pone.0235949.ref031]\]. Amorim & Pires \[[@pone.0235949.ref037]\] detected two large AoE, using diptera and primate distributions. These two large areas are located in the borderline between Espírito Santo and Rio de Janeiro states and were subdivided into smaller areas, namely the northern area, in turn with four subareas, and the southern area, with two. Costa *et al*., \[[@pone.0235949.ref038]\] also discovered two large AoE using mammals distribution. Differently from Amorim & Pires \[[@pone.0235949.ref037]\] and Müller \[[@pone.0235949.ref022]\], they positioned the limit between these two areas 300 km further south, though, concordant with Müller \[[@pone.0235949.ref022]\], the northern area was subdivided into the same four subareas. Silva & Casteleti \[[@pone.0235949.ref024]\] detected five AoE of butterflies, birds and primates. Those areas were named Brejos Nordestinos, Pernambuco, Diamantina, Bahia and Serra do Mar. Brejos Nordestinos are higher altitude forest spots, surrounded by Caatinga in the states of Ceara, Pernambuco, Paraiba, and Piaui states; Pernambuco is situated in the coastal region of occidental Northeast Brazil; Diamantina is located in the interior of the state of Bahia; Bahia extends from the state of Sergipe to the state of Espirito Santo; Serra do Mar comprises the mountainous areas from Rio de Janeiro to Rio Grande do Sul states. The five AoE of Silva & Castelei \[[@pone.0235949.ref024]\] were delimited adjacent to three mixed transitional areas named São Francisco, Florestas do Interior and Florestas de Araucária. Silva *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref039]\] proposed four AoE using bird ranges: Pernambuco (as defined in previous studies); Bahia Central (corresponding to Diamantina in Silva & Casteleti \[[@pone.0235949.ref024]\]); Bahia (homonym of Bahia AoE in Silva & Casteleti \[[@pone.0235949.ref024]\]); and Serra do Mar, the latter located on both sides of the Rio Doce, and extending from Espírito Santo to the northern Santa Catarina. Prado *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref026]\] detected a single AoE of rodents in the Atlantic Forest region, the so-called Eastern South America, and subdivided it into four subregions. Each subregion would coincide with Pernambuco, Bahia, Diamantina and Serra do Mar AoE of Silva & Casteleti \[[@pone.0235949.ref024]\], respectively. Pinto-da-Rocha *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref040]\], DaSilva & Pinto-da-Rocha \[[@pone.0235949.ref041]\] and DaSilva *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\] detected 12 AoE using harvestmen distributions. Only two out of the 12 were coincident with previously proposed AoE, namely Pernambuco and Bahia. The remaining ten AoE are small areas placed within AoE mentioned in the literature. Hoffmeister *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref019]\] detected 29 groups of AoE. Some of these groups were congruent with previously delimited areas discovered by different authors. Based on orchid bee distributions, Garrafoni *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref042]\] found at least five main AoE, which are congruent with those from Silva & Casteleti \[[@pone.0235949.ref024]\], varying only in size.

![General spatial pattern of historical breaks of Atlantic forest for several taxa.\
In wide orange lines, congruence of AoE of most works in literature (north to south, Pernambuco, Bahia and Serra do Mar AoEs, see references in the text); in black lines, areas of endemism for harvestmen (\[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\], full line is Congruence Cores, pointed black line is Maximum Region of Endemism). Gray bands represent main divisions as inferred from phylogeography, panbiogeography, cladistic biogeography and systematics of many works in literature (see [S1 Material](#pone.0235949.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](pone.0235949.g001){#pone.0235949.g001}

Refinement of the methods in the discovery of AoE has accordingly produced more refined, congruent areas inferred from different taxonomic groups. General differences are related to size and shape of the areas.

Numbers of AoE have varied according to progressive refinement of the methods and the taxonomic group used as model, either animals or plants. It is expected that lineages coexisting in a geographical space will also share overlapped biogeographic history. Deviations from this situation may be assigned to contingencies and to the unique ecological and physiological constraints undergone by each lineage. By contributing with additional taxa, new distributional data and new historical reconstructions of unexplored taxonomic groups, progress can be achieved in AoE knowledge \[[@pone.0235949.ref031]\] and new AoE hypotheses can be generated. Terrestrial flatworms or land planarians (Platyhelminthes, Geoplanidae) are one of those unexplored taxonomic groups. No biogeographic studies have been previously done using these animals. Terrestrial flatworms are very sensitive to changes in the conditions of their environment \[[@pone.0235949.ref043]\], are highly endemic due to their low vagility and dependence on humidity \[[@pone.0235949.ref044], [@pone.0235949.ref045]\] and are endemic to relatively small areas \[[@pone.0235949.ref046]\]. Furthermore, recent taxonomic revisions revealed that land planarians have smaller distributions than what was previously thought, due to the discovery of cryptic species under the same name \[[@pone.0235949.ref047]--[@pone.0235949.ref049]\]. For these reasons, land planarians are considered an optimal taxonomic group to carry out biogeographic studies. This paper aims to contribute to the debate of discovery and test of congruence of areas of endemism in the Atlantic forest. For this purpose, we explored the distribution of land planarians across the Atlantic Forest using two methods, Endemicity Analysis (EA), and Geographical Interpolation of Endemism (GIE).

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

List of abbreviations {#sec003}
---------------------

1.  AoE: Area of endemism

2.  CC: Congruence Core

3.  EA: Endemicity Analysis

4.  GIE: Geographic Interpolation of Endemism

5.  MIS: Area of endemism of Misiones

6.  MRE: Maximum Region of Endemism

7.  NDM/VNDM: Software that carries out an Endemicity Analysis

8.  NSC: Area of endemism of North Santa Catarina

9.  ORG: Area of endemism of the Serra dos Órgãos

10. POA: Area of endemism of Porto Alegre

11. PR: Area of endemism of Paraná

12. SFP: Area of endemism of São Francisco de Paula

13. SMSP: Area of endemism of Serra do Mar de São Paulo

14. SSC: Area of endemism of South Santa Catarina

15. SSP: Area of endemism of Southern São Paulo

16. WS: Widespread

The study area comprises the areas covered with Atlantic forest between, and including, the state of Espírito Santo (the northernmost) and Rio Grande do Sul (the southernmost). We compiled distributional data belonging to 270 species of geoplanids (Tables [1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1](#pone.0235949.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For these species, 403 records were obtained from the literature and 166 from our own data, summing up a total of 570 records in our dataset ([S1 Table](#pone.0235949.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2 Material](#pone.0235949.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Species with doubtful records or identification, from literature or our own data, were not considered ([S2 Table](#pone.0235949.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One record is here understood as an observation of a species (either from literature or from our own data) in a certain locality, independently from the number of times this species was found.

10.1371/journal.pone.0235949.t001

###### The nine Areas of Endemism (AoE) discovered through Endemicity Analysis (EA) and/or Geographic Interpolation Endemism (GIE).

![](pone.0235949.t001){#pone.0235949.t001g}

  AoE    EA               GIE               Endemic spp. scoring for a CC   Endemic spp. in the CC represented by a Single record   Endemic spp. in a CC   Spp. contributing to the MRE   Endemic spp. (exclusive to the AoE)   Widespread spp.
  ------ ---------------- ----------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------- -----------------
  ORG    0.25, 0.5        Yes               2                               26                                                      30                     2                              32                                    18
  SMSP   0.25, 0.3, 0.5   Yes               3                               15                                                      18                     6                              24                                    44
  SSP    \-               Yes               \-                              15                                                      15                     3                              18                                    13
  PR     \-               Yes               \-                              10                                                      10                     1                              11                                    9
  NSC    0.1, 0.25        Merged with SSC   2                               10                                                      12                     0                              12                                    18
  SSC    0.1, 0.25, 0.3   Merged with NSC   2                               18                                                      23                     0                              23                                    16
  SFP    0.1, 0.25, 0.3   Merged with POA   5                               20                                                      25                     0                              25                                    13
  POA    0.5              Merged with SFP   3                               1                                                       4                      0                              4                                     12
  MIS    1.0              Yes               2                               4                                                       6                      0                              6                                     0

For EA, the cell sizes through which EA discovered AoE are indicated. The Table also informs the number of flatworm species according to different classification criteria. CC: Congruence Core; MRE: Maximum Region of Endemism. See text for details.

For our own data, we intensely sampled land planarians in six areas ([Fig 2](#pone.0235949.g002){ref-type="fig"}) (Parque Estadual de Intervales, Parque Nacional de Saint-Hilaire/Lange, Parque Nacional da Serra do Itajaí, Parque Estadual da Serra do Tabuleiro, Parque Nacional de São Joaquim and Floresta Nacional de São Francisco de Paula; \~200 person-hour of sampling). Other localities were sampled sporadically between 2009 and 2018. Each of these intensely sampled areas is at a distance of \~120 km in a straight line from the next one. As a result, we collected 1621 specimens. These specimens were diagnosed by either only their external aspect (for known and characteristic species regarding size, shape and color of the body) or through external aspect and morphological details of the cephalic region, the pharynx and the copulatory apparatus examined on histological glass slides produced following Carbayo & Almeida \[[@pone.0235949.ref050]\] ([S1 Table](#pone.0235949.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). 156 out of the 1621 specimens could not be identified either because of their poor state of conservation or due to their immature developmental status and were not further considered in this study. The remaining 1465 specimens belong to 94 known and 98 undescribed species, totalizing 192 species ([S1 Table](#pone.0235949.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used GPS device Garmin E-Trex for recording the geographic coordinates with a maximum error of \~50 m of most of the specimens we collected. We used Googlemaps for recovering geographic coordinates of locations mentioned in the literature and a few of our own specimens which could not be georeferenced.

![Localities intensively sampled (\~200 person-hour of sampling) in the Atlantic forest.\
Basemap source: Esri. \"Topographic\" \[basemap\]. Scale Not Given. \"World Topographic Map\". <https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=30e5fe3149c34df1ba922e6f5bbf808f>.](pone.0235949.g002){#pone.0235949.g002}

To discover AoE, the dataset ([S2 Material](#pone.0235949.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was analyzed using two methods: (i) the Endemicity Analysis (EA), which uses a heuristic algorithm of the software NDM/VNDM (version 3.1, developed by Goloboff \[[@pone.0235949.ref051]\], Szumik *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref014]\] and complemented by Szumik & Goloboff \[[@pone.0235949.ref015]\]), and (ii) the Geographical Interpolation of Endemism (GIE) based on a Kernel interpolation \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\]. Resulted patterns were evaluated by combined criteria by DaSilva *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\], whose protocol was applied for a final delimitation.

The first approach (i), EA, is based on an optimality criterion which uses species distributions to identify AoE. It uses an heuristic algorithm to calculate an endemicity score for each set of cells containing endemic species on a grid on a map. The criteria used in this method were: (a) an area consisting of two or more grid cells presenting two or more endemic species (any species whose range is restricted to these or adjacent grid cells; see below), and (b) an endemicity score above two in each grid cell. We adjusted the points of grid origin to the default position provided by NDM and to three other origins randomly selected to test for eventual hidden AoE caused by its position, and subsequently run 100 replicas with each of five different grid cell sizes (0.1°, 0.25°, 0.3°, 0.5°, and 1°) to examine the effect of cell size on inferred patterns of endemism. We largely follow the protocol proposed by DaSilva *et al*., \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\] for several reasons discussed further below (see section *Discussion*: *1*. *Methodological observations*). We computed consensus areas of endemism beginning, with 0.1° grid size cells, through a strict consensus or tight consensus rule \[[@pone.0235949.ref052], [@pone.0235949.ref053]\] using 5% similarity in species distribution between different sets of cells. Afterwards, we added the results obtained from analysis run with progressively larger grid cells (0.25°, 0.3°, 0.5°, and 1°)--sets resulting from larger grid cells are either the same as the smaller ones (but with coarser limits), the sums of two or more smaller ones or new areas \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\]. Our complete dataset presents a number of gaps between sampled areas (Ex. [S1](#pone.0235949.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pone.0235949.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). Some of these gaps represent unsampled areas (empty cells in NDM/VNDM, [S1](#pone.0235949.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pone.0235949.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs) and others represent real absences of certain species (brown cells in NDM/VNDM, [S1](#pone.0235949.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pone.0235949.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).

The second approach (ii), GIE, is based on a kernel interpolation of the species distribution, indicating level of endemism based on the area of influence of the species and their distribution overlap \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\]. The spatial modeling was performed with the GIE toolbox provided by \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\] in Esri ArcGis software 10.6 ([http://www.esri.com](http://www.esri.com/)). The interpolation is based on the definition of areas of influence around species centroid points. These centroid points are calculated as arithmetic means of each species sampling coordinates \[[@pone.0235949.ref054]\]. Five categories of influence were determined based on the maximum distance between the centroid and the furthest point of occurrence for each species. Each category defines the radius of the area of influence around each species' centroid. The "influence" of each area decreases outwards, away from the centroid, according to a Gaussian function. The overlap between the areas of influence of all species was estimated by the kernel algorithm and the results were expressed in consensus normalized raster grids, representing relative levels of endemism. Although the establishment of the limits of classes and weight that can be given to each class is in certain way arbitrary, the representation of areas of endemism as natural units with fuzzy boundaries is more compatible with the theoretical models of distribution of AoE (see \[[@pone.0235949.ref013]\], \[[@pone.0235949.ref004]\]). In this study, we performed a variation of said arbitrary units (categorization schemes) to analyze the influence they may have on AoE identification through GIE. The first analysis was obtained by analyzing the normalized data (i.e. each of the five categories in the analysis had the same influence). The second analysis was done using five categories, with the predefined weight given by the GIE tool set \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\]. In this analysis, species with smaller ranges weighted more (single record species not included in the consensus), progressively and exponentially losing weight in the successive categories. Species with a single record, and therefore present in a single locality, were named as 'Single Record'.

Species ranges that delimit or influence AoE in the numerical analyses (i. e., EA and GIE) were used to delimit the Congruence Cores (CC, \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\]) of AoE. A CC is an endemic area by definition, but does not define an AoE by itself. Apart from species exclusively present within a CC, there may also occur species that do not contribute to the identification of a CC in the analyses. These species occur either in more than one CC, thus are defined and classified as widespread (WS) (i.e. a WS species is a species found in at least two different CCs), or in one CC and outside of it, but never within the limits of another CC. The latter situation is the basis for delimiting a 'Maximum Region of Endemism' (MRE) \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\]. Therefore a MRE is an expansion of the AoE using the distribution of species which are found inside its CC but never inside another CC. Finally, all species included in the study were classified within one of the four levels of endemicity (CC, MRE, WS, and Single Record species, modified from \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\]). AoE are thus delimited with a CC and a MRE, when applied in addition to the delimitations directly achieved by the numerical methods (EA and GIE).

Ethics statement {#sec004}
----------------
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Results {#sec005}
=======

Endemicity analysis with NDM/VNDM---method (i) {#sec006}
----------------------------------------------

Best adjustment of the points of grid origin were to -56.0 (X), -19.1 (Y). The analysis employing the 0.1° cell size grid, produced four sets of preliminary AoE. The consensus analysis of these sets generated the following three consensus-sets. The northernmost consensus set, named North Santa Catarina ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1 Fig](#pone.0235949.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is located in the north-east region of the state of Santa Catarina ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}). It is defined by two species (to see species list see [S1](#pone.0235949.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pone.0235949.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs) (latter defined using 0.25°-cells as well). Consensus-set of South Santa Catarina ([S2 Fig](#pone.0235949.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is located in the south-east region of the state of Santa Catarina ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}); it is defined by two species (three species define with 0.25°-cells as well). The southernmost consensus-set identified is the São Francisco de Paula ([S3 Fig](#pone.0235949.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), located in the Floresta Nacional de São Francisco de Paula, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}). It is defined by five species.

![Endemicity analysis results obtained with A) 0.1° cell size grids. B) 0.25° cell size grids. C) 0.5° cell size grids. D) 1° cell size grids. Basemap source: Esri. \"Topographic\" \[basemap\]. Scale Not Given. \"World Topographic Map\". <https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=30e5fe3149c34df1ba922e6f5bbf808f>.](pone.0235949.g003){#pone.0235949.g003}

The analysis employing 0.25° cell size grid generated nine sets, and the consensus analysis generated six sets, namely the above-mentioned three sets using 0.1°-cells (obviously differing in the size, but defined by the same species each, respectively) plus two new sets. One of these new sets is the consensus-set of the Serra dos Órgãos ([S4 Fig](#pone.0235949.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), located in the Serra dos Órgãos, in the state of Rio de Janeiro ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This set is defined by two species (the latter species define with 0.5°-cells as well). The other consensus-set is the Serra do Mar de São Paulo ([S5 Fig](#pone.0235949.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), located in the state of São Paulo ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This set is defined by three species. The remaining sets produced would be a disjunct AoE, which overlaps with other sets previously generated (South Santa Catarina and São Francisco de Paula) ([S6 Fig](#pone.0235949.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and therefore presents WS species; thus, it cannot be considered an AoE.

Analysis run using 0.3° cell size grids generated sets of preliminary AoE all overlapping with sets generated with smaller cell size grids. These results are not shown.

The analysis employing 0.5° cell size grid generated 19 sets, and the consensus analysis generated five sets four of which overlap sets previously generated by the other sized grid analyses plus only one new, named Porto Alegre ([S7 Fig](#pone.0235949.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This consensus-set is located in the metropolitan area of Porto Alegre, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}), and is defined by three species

The last analysis was run with 1° cell size grid. It generated thirty three sets from which the consensus analysis resulted in five sets. Four of these sets overlap existing sets previously generated and one set is new. This new consensus-set is named Misiones ([S8 Fig](#pone.0235949.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and is located in the province of Misiones, Argentina ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This set is defined by two species.

In short, the seven AoE identified through EA, named after the geographical location of their consensus-sets, are as follows: Serra dos Órgãos, Serra do Mar de São Paulo, North Santa Catarina, South Santa Catarina, São Francisco de Paula, Porto Alegre and Misiones.

Geographical interpolation of endemism---method (ii) {#sec007}
----------------------------------------------------

Final products of this method are expressed in density surface grids. As expected, the first analysis (with normalized categories) generated an AoE as large as our sampling area housing less inclusive minor AoE ([Fig 4](#pone.0235949.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Geographic interpolation of endemism results obtained with five normalized categories (each category in the analysis has the same influence) over a topographic map.\
Basemap source: Esri. \"Topographic\" \[basemap\]. Scale Not Given. \"World Topographic Map\". <https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=30e5fe3149c34df1ba922e6f5bbf808f>.](pone.0235949.g004){#pone.0235949.g004}

The second analysis (with five categories, default weights and species with Single Record species excluded) ([Fig 5](#pone.0235949.g005){ref-type="fig"}) showed major congruence with the results obtained through EA. This second analysis produced seven areas. In this analysis, species with smallest ranges weighted more (single record species not included in the consensus), progressively and exponentially losing weight in the successive categories.

![Geographic interpolation of endemism results obtained with five categories, with the predefined weight given by the GIE tool set (Oliveira *et al*., 2015) over a topographic map.\
Basemap source: Esri. \"Topographic\" \[basemap\]. Scale Not Given. \"World Topographic Map\". <https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=30e5fe3149c34df1ba922e6f5bbf808f>.](pone.0235949.g005){#pone.0235949.g005}

We therefore identify seven areas through GIE analysis. The northernmost area, named Serra dos Órgãos, is located in the Serra dos Órgãos, in the state of Rio de Janeiro. This area is defined by some undetermined level of influence from 30 species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}). Moving south, the next area identified is Serra do Mar de São Paulo. It is located in the southeastern region of the state of São Paulo, and is defined by some level of influence from 28 species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}). The next area identified by GIE analysis is Southern São Paulo, located further south in the state of São Paulo. It is influenced by 19 species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}). The fourth area is Paraná, located around Curitiba municipality, in the state of Paraná. This area is influenced by 13 species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}). Continuing south, the area of Santa Catarina is found occupying most of the eastern region of the state of Santa Catarina. This area is influenced by 77 species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}). The area of São Francisco de Paula and Porto Alegre, occupies a considerable region that extends from almost the southernmost region of the state of Santa Catarina to Porto Alegre's metropolitan area. It is defined by some influence of 34 species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}). The last area identified is Misiones. Located in the province of Misiones in Argentina, this area is defined by some level of influence from six species ([Table 1](#pone.0235949.t001){ref-type="table"}).

GIE does not indicate objectively the endemic species supporting an AoE \[[@pone.0235949.ref059]\], as a high number of them influenced in each spot of the map (see above).

Summing up, the seven AoE defined through GIE analysis are Serra dos Órgãos, Serra do Mar de São Paulo, Southern São Paulo, Paraná, Santa Catarina, São Francisco de Paula and metropolitan area of Porto Alegre, and Misiones. They were named based on their geographical location ([Fig 5](#pone.0235949.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

Summarized results ([Fig 6](#pone.0235949.g006){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------------------

![Topographical map showing AoE identified in this study through the different methodologies used.\
Basemap source: Esri. \"Topographic\" \[basemap\]. Scale Not Given. \"World Topographic Map\". <https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=30e5fe3149c34df1ba922e6f5bbf808f>.](pone.0235949.g006){#pone.0235949.g006}

EA identified seven AoE (Serra dos Órgãos, Serra do Mar de São Paulo, North Santa Catarina, South Santa Catarina, São Francisco de Paula, Porto Alegre and Misiones) ([Fig 3](#pone.0235949.g003){ref-type="fig"}). GIE identified seven AoE (Serra dos Órgãos, Serra do Mar de São Paulo, Southern São Paulo, Paraná, Santa Catarina, São Francisco de Paula and Porto Alegre and Misiones) ([Fig 5](#pone.0235949.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These areas can be summarized in nine AoE of terrestrial flatworms in the Southern Atlantic forest. Three of them are found by both, EA and GIE. Another four areas found by EA are also found by GIE, but in GIE they are merged into two AoE (the sums of North Santa Catarina + South Santa Catarina and Porto Alegre + Misiones). The last two AoE were found only by GIE (Paraná and Southern São Paulo).

CCs of these areas were delimited by the ranges of species that contributed to the score of EA sets, drawing a line around those species ranges ([Fig 6](#pone.0235949.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S3 Table](#pone.0235949.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The CCs of the two AoE found only by GIE (Paraná and Southern São Paulo) were delimited by the single localities where endemic species have congruence (in both cases, only one species have more than one record) ([Fig 6](#pone.0235949.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

Eleven species do not occur in any CC so they are not classified within any of the levels of endemicity (CC, MRE, WS).

The results of both numerical analyses were summarized on a map of AoE with CCs and MREs ([Fig 7](#pone.0235949.g007){ref-type="fig"}). ORG was found by EA and GIE and has a CC defined by two species (those that score in EA). *Geoplana notophthalma* Riester, 1938 occurs in this CC but has a record in Minas Gerais state which consequently defines a MRE of ORG. SMSP was found by EA and GIE and has a CC defined by three species (those that score in EA with 0.25° and 0.3° cells). Five species occur in the CC and widens it to a MRE (*Choeradoplana marthae*, *Choeradoplana banga*, *Obama braunsi*, *Obama evelinae*, *Obama schubarti*). Those five species delimited a set in EA with 0.5° cells, but actually do not have congruent ranges. This result is caused by an artifact of cell size and position for the large size of them compared to the species ranges pattern, so we decided to consider them as delimiting a MRE. PR and SSP were found only by GIE and are defined by a CC with a single locality each. SSP widens to MRE as defined by *Issoca potyra* Froehlich, 1958 and *Paraba tapira* (Froehlich, 1958) and PR widens to a MRE defined by *Notogynaphallia mourei* (Froehlich, 1956).

![Delimitation of AoE of land planarians, on a topographical map of the Atlantic forest region.\
Basemap source: Esri. \"Topographic\" \[basemap\]. Scale Not Given. \"World Topographic Map\". <https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=30e5fe3149c34df1ba922e6f5bbf808f>.](pone.0235949.g007){#pone.0235949.g007}

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

1. Methodological observations {#sec010}
------------------------------

As seen in previous studies, cell size and grid origin have impacts on the results obtained from an EA analysis. Large-sized cell grids generate less detailed hypotheses of species composition and area coverage of the AoE \[[@pone.0235949.ref014], [@pone.0235949.ref055], [@pone.0235949.ref056]\], generating a higher number of AoE, as can be seen in the present study. Usage of large-sized cell grids affects results, such as the collapse of two AoE into a single one \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\] or the inclusion of important barriers within a single AoE \[[@pone.0235949.ref057]\]. On the other hand, small grids introduce false absence of species, make distributions discontinuous, and present smaller number of species per cell, making it more difficult to detect AoE and, therefore, defining fewer of them \[[@pone.0235949.ref057]\]. Influences derived from cell size in revealing AoE are alleviated by DaSilva\'s *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\] protocol. It is important to use different grid cell sizes in EA or Parsimony Analysis of Endemicity--if only one cell size grid had been used or tested with our data, some AoE would have been missed through EA.

On the other hand, GIE analysis includes another "scaling effect" similar to the cell size grid dilemma mentioned before. There are two arbitrarily chosen units in GIE analysis. One unit is the number of categories of influence to be used in the analysis. The other is the values limiting the influence of each category (the relative weight each class will have in the analysis). Tests varying the number of categories have shown that modifying this unit, will not affect significantly the results obtained via GIE analysis \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\]. Although a large number of categories will definitely affect the analysis, identifying AoE with higher discontinuity and also showing "micro areas" which sometimes are composed by a single species. This overestimates the amount of detected AoE (following Platnick's \[[@pone.0235949.ref027]\] definition of an AoE, a single endemic species should not be able to define AoE) ([S8 Fig](#pone.0235949.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore the chosen categorization scheme should be tested and evaluated for every dataset analyzed in order to evade defining highly discontinuous AoE or overidentifying the number of AoE.

With the dataset analyzed with normalized weighted categories (all weights are the same for every category) ([Fig 4](#pone.0235949.g004){ref-type="fig"}), the obtained result is a single AoE comprising the whole study area with minor areas defined inside. This analysis is unable to identify AoE (AoE identified in this study by other GIE categorization schemes and EA) such as ORG, POA or MIS. The reason for this is the fact that the influence value of species with very restricted distributions is the same as the influence value of WS species. When trying to identify AoE, species with restricted ranges are much more indicative than WS species. Therefore, GIE analysis should be carried out with weighted categories.

The categorization scheme chosen for GIE in this study consisted of five weighted categories (default weights in the ArcGIS toolbox). Single Record species were not included in the consensus of this analysis to evade the identification of areas with one Single Record species and to try and minimize the effect of poorly sampled species on AoE identification (see \[[@pone.0235949.ref058]\]). As EA does not take in account single-cell sets, which would be resulted from aggregation of many Single Record species, this analysis shows high congruence with EA results.

GIE analysis overcomes several problems generated from the use of grid cells \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\]. It allows the use of distributional data with gaps and offers the possibility of identifying AoE with fuzzy edges which corresponds better with the spatial and temporary reality of AoE \[[@pone.0235949.ref004], [@pone.0235949.ref018]\]. In contrast, it does not show objectively the limits of an AoE, because of this fuzzy edges.

GIE fails to provide a set of species diagnosing the identified AoE \[[@pone.0235949.ref059]\] apart from the "scaling effect" derived from the arbitrary units chosen for the categorization scheme. The identification of an AoE should not be possible if the list of species diagnosing that area cannot be obtained. An approximate list of species influencing a specific AoE can be obtained with GIE, but those species cannot be classified as diagnostic species because numerically it is not possible to know the influence of each species in each AoE identified.

No method, neither EA or GIE, is able to perform a complete analysis to identify AoE, due to the different flaws each methodology presents \[[@pone.0235949.ref025], [@pone.0235949.ref057], [@pone.0235949.ref060]\]. The analysis perform differently, offering the possibility to detect AoE based on different methodological approaches. Therefore the most efficient way to work when trying to detect AoE is through the integration of different methodologies and parameters as seen in previous studies \[[@pone.0235949.ref018], [@pone.0235949.ref020], [@pone.0235949.ref025], [@pone.0235949.ref042]\]. By working with different numerical algorithms, functions and formulas and different theoretical and methodological approaches, we are able to analyze our databases with a broader spectrum and correlate our practical results to the reality of endemic species distribution and congregation, with a higher confidence.

DaSilva's protocol facilitates the integration of different methodologies when identifying AoE. The use of a Congruence Core (CC) to delimit the main area of endemic species congruence permits the inclusion of results obtained through other methodologies efficiently and avoids the artifacts caused by grid cells, fuzzy edges or others. Defining Maximum Region of Endemism (MRE) also sets the concept that an AoE does not occupy, only, the congruent space between endemic species, but the outside areas which might represent the dynamism of said endemic species as well \[[@pone.0235949.ref025], [@pone.0235949.ref061]\]. DaSilva's protocol also maximizes EA's performance by including several steps that reduce the grid-size effect and by discarding a high number of resulted sets caused by several combinations of overlapping ranges and consequent redundancy between them. DaSilva's protocol is focused on grid-based methods, but can be an effective tool to integrate results obtained from other methodologies that obviate grids as well.

Species with a single record were included in this study, even though they are not considered in endemism analyses. In fact, EA only considers sets with two or more cells, thus a cell with many endemic species is not detected by the method as an AoE. GIE overcomes this problem, but is also unable to differentiate localities with just one species record from localities with two or more species records, as mentioned above. These limitations become evident in our study as we found eight additional localities to bear two or more endemic species recorded only once in the entire study area. From North to South, these localities are Santa Maria Madalena-RJ (two Single Record species), São José do Barreiro-SP (three Single Record species), Ubatuba-SP (four Single Record species), Matinhos-PR (four Single Record species), Três Barras-SC (two Single Record species), PN São Joaquim-SC (**31** Single Record species), Derrubadas-SC (two Single Record species) and Santa Maria-RS (two Single Record species). We believe that these species represent important biological information for planarian distribution and diversity, and the methods should be reconsidered so the Single Record species compute for the discovery of AoE.

2. Inferring AoE based on land planarian distributions {#sec011}
------------------------------------------------------

Our dataset revealed nine AoE in total, plus eight localities with two or more Single Record species. Two AoE (SSP and PR) could not be detected by our EA. These AoE (SSP and PR) present an extremely high number of endemic species (19 and 18 species, respectively). These two AoE were not detected due to the fact that all except one species endemic to them are known from one locality and thus are not considered by EA, because the method only considers sets with two cells or more \[[@pone.0235949.ref025], [@pone.0235949.ref057]\].

As mentioned before, some species distributions do not completely overlap the CCs. Those species present in only one CC and outside of it will define a MRE. They can be interpreted as an extension from a CC due to ontological causes, or, as the source of an error such as undersampled regions. Most of the identified AoE do not have a MRE because planarian records are very concentrated in specific localities and regions, and those localities and regions were each delimited as an AoE (see discussion below). Only four AoE delimited MREs: ORG, SMSP, SSP and PR. Some of the species defining MREs create doubtful AoE. Such is the case of *Geoplana notophthalma* which defines a distant portion of ORG's MRE northwards, in the state of Minas Gerais. This MRE is a peculiar configuration for an AoE as AoE are defined by the congruence of only species with small distributions \[[@pone.0235949.ref062]\]. WS species cannot define an AoE, but *G*. *notophthalma* cannot be considered a WS species as it is not found in any other AoE, apart from ORG. Thus, *G*. *notophthalma* is found in the geographic region of Serra dos Órgãos and in Minas Gerais, and must expand ORG's AoE's borders through a MRE, thus giving rise to a disjunct AoE. Froehlich \[[@pone.0235949.ref063]\] suggested this species to be synonym of *O*. *applanata* (Graff, 1899), but the situation would not change since their distribution is the same.

Each of the six intensively sampled areas is at a distance of 120 km from the nearest intensively sampled area and, interestingly, each one was revealed as an AoE. This situation rises a question: if we had sampled between these intensively sampled areas, would we have discovered additional AoE? In other words, geographic distribution of most land planarians might occur at a scale smaller than areas with 120 km in length. General assumptions of endemism have been proposed and explained as a consequence of the ecological and physiological limitations of these organisms \[[@pone.0235949.ref043], [@pone.0235949.ref046], [@pone.0235949.ref064]\]. If this is true, further sampling of these organisms is promising in revealing new AoE within the study area even so because most land planarians have revealed to present a very small distributional range and each of the six areas intensely sampled turned out to be an AoE.

3. Causal factors of areas of endemism {#sec012}
--------------------------------------

In general, Serra do Mar, the mountains spreading almost along the whole geographic range herein analyzed, is considered a single area of endemism for forest-dependent vertebrate and plant taxa \[[@pone.0235949.ref022], [@pone.0235949.ref024], [@pone.0235949.ref065], [@pone.0235949.ref066]\]. However, some studies have shown a more endemic pattern of distribution for species or populations in the southeastern-south coastal mountains and adjacent lowlands of Atlantic Forest, as seen with the area of endemism of harvestmen \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\] and spiders \[[@pone.0235949.ref018]\], specific distributional congruence of vertebrates \[[@pone.0235949.ref067]\], ecological regionalization of frogs \[[@pone.0235949.ref068]\], and phylogeographic structure of species of frogs \[[@pone.0235949.ref069]--[@pone.0235949.ref072]\], bees \[[@pone.0235949.ref073]\], vipers \[[@pone.0235949.ref074]\], birds \[[@pone.0235949.ref075], [@pone.0235949.ref076]\], mammals \[[@pone.0235949.ref077], [@pone.0235949.ref078]\] and harvestmen \[[@pone.0235949.ref079], [@pone.0235949.ref080]\]. The main divergence is found to the south of the state of São Paulo or close to Ribeira do Iguape river valley \[[@pone.0235949.ref006], [@pone.0235949.ref067], [@pone.0235949.ref071], [@pone.0235949.ref073], [@pone.0235949.ref074], [@pone.0235949.ref076]\], but with very different times of divergence between those taxa (\~ 0.39--4.9 m.y.a.) and weak inference of causal processes.

The planarian species show very restricted ranges only compared to harvestmen species \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\], or maybe to some frog or cricket taxa \[[@pone.0235949.ref081], [@pone.0235949.ref082]\]. They seem to be restricted to more humid portions of the forest on mountain slopes or adjacent regions, where the core of their areas of endemism is located, with few exceptions. Main valleys or sedimentary basins seem to be the barriers for those taxa, as described for Paraíba do Sul river and Ribeira do Iguape river \[[@pone.0235949.ref064], [@pone.0235949.ref067], [@pone.0235949.ref071], [@pone.0235949.ref073], [@pone.0235949.ref074], [@pone.0235949.ref076], [@pone.0235949.ref079], [@pone.0235949.ref080]\].

The Atlantic Forest is not physiognomically homogeneous. It presents humid forests concentrating on slopes or medium altitudes of mountains. The valleys and coastal plains are composed by a marine influenced vegetation, and interior lowlands of the south-southeastern region are composed by seasonal semideciduous forests. The endemic patterns found herein and for harvestmen show a restriction in more humid forests. This could be directly influenced by past events of forest reduction and posterior concentration in those regions, or refuges. A great body of literature from different sources and proxies continues to furnish evidence for reduction of forests in cycles during the Neogene (e.g. \[[@pone.0235949.ref070], [@pone.0235949.ref075], [@pone.0235949.ref083]--[@pone.0235949.ref085]\]). The high endemicity found for planarians seems to be influenced by those reductions, since PR x SC x SFP x POA and ORG x SMSP x SSP do not have clear geographic barriers. In this view, in the regions of those AoE cores, the forest should have been more humid than in lowland areas and consequently should have been maintained with few alterations during climatic fluctuations \[[@pone.0235949.ref025], [@pone.0235949.ref083], [@pone.0235949.ref086], [@pone.0235949.ref087]\].

The same should have happened to sedimentary basins wherein the great rivers flow. Those basins were originated by tectonism related with uprising of mountain ranges of Serra do Mar and Serra da Mantiqueira and subsidence of valleys since at least the Miocene \[[@pone.0235949.ref088]--[@pone.0235949.ref090]\]. In fact, the southeastern region of the Atlantic Forest is considered as the main rift system of eastern South America \[[@pone.0235949.ref089]\]. Some of those valleys started to be rain shadows as they are hidden from orographic rains and coastal humidity behind the Serra do Mar mountains (e.g. Paraíba do Sul river, \[[@pone.0235949.ref091]\]). Rivers originated as they flowed to the subsidence regions and most of their heads were captured from a western direction, eastward to the coast \[[@pone.0235949.ref092]\]. Sedimentation of those regions was affected by neotectonic reactivation \[[@pone.0235949.ref090]\] and rising of the amount of flowing water in more humid periods, even forming paleolakes \[[@pone.0235949.ref089]\] or by marine transgressions into coastal valleys \[[@pone.0235949.ref093]--[@pone.0235949.ref095]\]. Then, many associated events feedbacked sedimentary basins as barriers for forest-dependent taxa, avoiding the development of humid forests for long periods. They resulted in many taxa splitting in these lowlands and valley regions but in different times between each other. DaSilva *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref006]\] proposed a model of reiterative barriers with spatial congruence in multiple times to explain those patterns.

Álvarez-Presas *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref064]\] have shown a phylogeographic structure for *Cephaloflexa bergi* planarian populations, congruent to those main barriers, Paraíba do Sul river and Ribeira do Iguape river valleys, and a split in northern São Paulo/south Rio de Janeiro states. There is not a clear geographic barrier associated to the latter, but is congruent to ORG X SMSP AoE, cited above, the same for harvestmen AoE \[[@pone.0235949.ref025]\], and phylogeographic structure for *Promitobates* harvestmen \[[@pone.0235949.ref079]\]. The dating estimates for those main splits of *Cephaloflexa* planarian is about 8 m.y.a., in the Miocene period, near to the *Promitobates* harvestmen splits estimated in about 11 m.y.a. It is important to note that possible reductions of forest caused by climatic desiccation probably occurred previously to the renowned and more recorded Pliocene/Pleistocene fluctuations \[[@pone.0235949.ref096]--[@pone.0235949.ref098]\]. In spite of lack of phylogeographic structure of some populations of *Cephaloflexa*, Álvarez-Presas et al. \[[@pone.0235949.ref064]\] assumed that populations remained separated by those main barriers and there were few more recent dispersions.

POA and MIS areas have a different character related to their physical conditions. It is assumed that those forests have seasonal deciduous physiognomies \[[@pone.0235949.ref099]\] in contrast to the humid evergreen forests of the other areas of endemism. These endemisms could be associated to those species ecological requirements or isolation from the surrounding open vegetations. However, MIS seems to be related to a separation at Paraná river or its tributary valleys, since they flow on an important sedimentary basin, as discussed above.

Based on this discussion, the hypotheses for the causes of the presented endemic patterns, inferred as speciation processes between endemic species living in those areas of endemism, should be tested or deepened by a phylogenetic framework with temporal estimation of each cladogenesis. The corroboration of the phylogeographic structure and the main populational divergence shown by Álvarez-Presas *et al*. \[[@pone.0235949.ref064]\] and the areas of endemism of hundreds of planarians species contribute to the understanding of the biogeographical evolution of those animals and consequently, of the humid Atlantic Forest.

Conclusions {#sec013}
===========

In this paper, we corroborate DaSilva's *et al*., (2015) protocol as an effective tool to aid in the discovery of AoE. This protocol was used with two numerical methodologies, namely an EA (grid-based) and a GIE (centroid-based). The protocol exploits the advantages of each numerical methodology (EA allows the identification of species defining an AoE and permits a more accurate delimitation of an AoE; GIE even detects AoE consisting of a single record), whereas a number of potential AoE failed to be noticed by the numerical methods.

The AoE of land planarians discovered here are congruent with fine-scale approaches such as that addressed by DaSilva *et al*. (2015) for harvestmen. Land planarians and harvestmen are hygrophilous and forest-dependent organisms and present sensitivity to environmental changes. Presumably, due to these common physiological and ecological constraints, harvestmen and land planarians may predict, more robustly, a common history of other restricted taxa of the Atlantic Forest. Furthermore, new samplings in unexplored localities in the study area might indeed uncover new endemisms and additional AoE. Hence, these organisms might be a good model for fine-scale studies of AoE.

Supporting information {#sec014}
======================

###### Consensus-set North Santa Catarina obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Pasipha velina* (Froehlich, 1959) (Endemicity Index of 1.000), *Choeradoplana langi* (Graff, 1894) (Endemicity Index of 1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Consensus-set South Santa Catarina obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Paraba tingauna* (Kishimoto & Carbayo, 2012) (Endemicity Index of 1.000), *Choeradoplana abaiba* Carbayo et al., 2017 (Endemicity Index of 1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Consensus-set São Francisco de Paula obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Luteostriata ceciliae* (Froehlich & Leal-Zanchet, 2003) (Endemicity Index of 0.833--1.000), *Obama josefi* (Carbayo & Leal-Zanchet, 2001) (Endemicity Index of 0.000--0.500), *Paraba franciscana* (Leal-Zanchet & Carbayo, 2001) (Endemicity Index of 0.000--0.500), *Luteostriata arturi* (Lemos & Leal-Zanchet, 2008) (Endemicity Index of 0.833--1.000), *Obama maculipunctata* Rossi *et al*., 2016 (Endemicity Index of 0.833--1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Consensus-set Serra dos Órgãos obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Obama fryi* (*Graff*, *1899)* (Endemicity Index of 1.000), *Geoplana vaginuloides* (Darwin, 1844) (Endemicity Index of 1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Consensus-set Serra do Mar de São Paulo obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Obama metzi* (Graff, 1899) (Endemicity Index of 0.000--0.833), *Geoplana duca* Marcus, 1951 (Endemicity Index of 0.833--1.000), *Geoplana mogi* Almeida & Carbayo, 2019 (Endemicity Index of 0.833--1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Disjunct consensus-set which overlaps with other sets previously generated (South Santa Catarina and São Francisco de Paula) obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Choeradoplana benyai* Lemos & Leal-Zanchet, 2014 (Endemicity Index of 1.000), *Imbira sp*. *1* (Endemicity Index of 1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Consensus-set Porto Alegre obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Luteostriata abundans* (Graff, 1899) (Endemicity Index of 0.429--1.000), *Paraba gaucha* (Froehlich, 1959) (Endemicity Index of 0.800--1.000), *Pasipha hauseri* (Froehlich, 1959) (Endemicity Index of 0.700--0.833).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Consensus-set Misiones obtained with NDM/VNDM.

Brown cells represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 0--1.9999 (one or no endemic species found in the cell), pink cells (pointed with arrowheads) represent areas with an Endemicity Score of 2 or higher (two or more endemic species found in the cell), empty cells represent areas where no sampling was carried out. Species giving score in pink cells: *Supramontana argentina* Negrete et al., 2012 (Endemicity Index of 1.000), *Pasipha mbya* Negrete & Brusa, 2016 (Endemicity Index of 1.000).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Geographic coordinates of the species used in the study.

Data comes from literature (reference given) and our own unpublished records (a voucher specimen is mentioned as well as the way the specimen was identified). 'Name of sp. in EA' reffers to the name of the species in the file [S2 Material](#pone.0235949.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Abbreviations: A1, anterior-most extremity of body; AC, copulatory apparatus; F, pharynx; Morph., morphology.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Records of land planarian species from literature excluded from this study and justification for such decision.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Geographic distribution of the land planarian species and their classification regarding their endemicity level.

Abbreviations: CC, Congruence Core; WS, Widespread; MRE, Maximum Region of Endemism; SSC, South Santa Catarina; NSC, North Santa Catarina; Org: Serra dos Órgãos; PNSJ, Parque Nacional de São Joaquim; SFP, São Francisco de Paula; SMSP, Serra do Mar de São Paulo; SSP, Southern São Paulo; PR, Paraná; MIS, Misiones; POA, Porto Alegre; x, other cells.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### List of references used in [Fig 1](#pone.0235949.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Input file of NDM/VNDM.

(XYD)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: N/A

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: I Don\'t Know

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: Dear authors,

This article is a contribution of new AoE in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest found through the use of a little-known group, the land planarians. The manuscript is perfectly understandable, written in good English and the work has been carried out with great rigor. Although there are no major errors in this paper, some changes are proposed that could help improve the manuscript. All my comments are below:

Title

In my opinion the title could be much more creative and flashier to make the article catchier for readers. Considering that PloS ONE publishes many articles, it is interesting that the title attracts the attention of the reader.

Abstract

Since abbreviations are already used in the abstract, the Areas of Endemism (AoEs) should be added at the beginning of the abstract, since the abbreviation is then used. "Areas of Endemism (AoEs) are the main study units..."

Introduction

-In the introduction an exhaustive analysis is made of all the published results on AoEs in the region, which is a little hard to follow without graphic support. It would be good to present a summary figure indicating the different areas of endemism described above on a map.

\- In the same introduction, a variable number of groups of endemism are commented on according to the study analysed. It is not commented on why these numbers are so divergent, nor is it done in the discussion, which would be appreciable to comment.

\- Line 91 of the introduction could be written on line 46, where the AoEs are defined, since this comment where it is now is a bit disconnected from the rest of the text.

\- At the end of the introduction a short summary of the contributions of other authors so far would be positive. Why can terrestrial planarians be decisive for the analysis of AoEs in the Atlantic Forest? What is the novelty that land planarians can contribute, and other taxa already analysed, such as harvestmen, haven't shown yet?

Material and methods

\- Abbreviations should be placed before this section, otherwise, the entire text is read without knowing what the abbreviations correspond to.

-Line 114- Replace "place" by "locality".

-Line 124- What does \"sporadically in other localities between 2009 and 2018\" mean? All samplings were performed on these dates? This sentence is not clear, please clarify.

\- In my opinion the NDM method should be a little better explained. PloS ONE readers do not have to be specialists in the subject, and it is quite complex to understand what it is and how it works.

\- Line 182- When authors refer to the manual search method, perhaps they could also name it with an abbreviation (MSM) so that it is easier to recognize in the text and in the figures.

-Line 183- A justified explanation of why this third method is used and why the two numerical methods are not enough would be lacking.

-Line 185- Have Congruence Cores (CC) been calculated with a consensus of the 3 methods? Please clarify.

-Line 189- The way in which the Maximum Region of Endemism is defined is not clear, please rewrite.

Results

-Line 230- Indicate that the results of 0.3 cell size grids are not shown.

-Line 231- Why is there so much difference in the number of initial endemic areas defined and the consensus? It goes from 19 to 5!

-Line 256- I would add the sentence \"In this analysis, species with smallest ranges weighted more \...\" in the text of the results, and not in the figure legend.

-Line 300- The sentence \"GIE does not indicate objectively \...\" should be written before, when the results of GIE are explained.

Discussion

\- Given the problems that arise throughout the manuscript, closely related to the methods used to infer areas of endemism. Why have the authors not calculated the phylogenetic endemism too? Then they could have done a much more complete study. What is the goal of the study? If the authors want to define the areas of endemism for conservation purposes, more evidence is needed. Approaches that do not take phylogenetic data into account are not effective in protecting evolutionary lineages.

-Line 335- The sentence starting in this line is extremely long and is confusing, please rewrite.

-Line 341- Figure S1 is not cited in the text so far, when figures S2 to S9 have already been cited, therefore, this cannot be Figure S1, but should be S9 in the logical order of the figures.

-Line 342- Given the constraints presented by the GIE method, why have the authors only done two tests? Have not tested more parameters? Is there any statistical method to confirm the reliability of the results? Could it be applied in this case?

-Line 345- The figure quoted is wrong, I think they refer to figure 3.

-Line 370- Is that possible that the integration of the results of different methods is overestimating the number of areas of endemism?

-Line 395- The paragraph is not well understood. Delete or rewrite.

-Line 412- Have the authors analysed the copulatory apparatus of these species? Could it be true what Froehlich proposes? Maybe a phylogenetic analysis would solve this problem.

-Line 415- This whole section is a bit wordy and does not contribute anything new to the manuscript. In my opinion it can be removed up to line 429.

-Line 454- Have the authors confirmed whether the 9 areas of endemism defined coincide with any type of geographical accident? It would be interesting to overlap the layers of rainfall with the areas, to see if they coincide with really humid areas, as the authors hypothesize.

-Line 482- Replace Alvares-Prezas by Alvarez-Presas.

-Line 495- An "l" is missing in Alvarez.

Figures and Tables

-Table 1:

What is the difference between Endemic and Congruence Core (CC)? It is not indicated anywhere.

Widespread should be abbreviated (WS), like the other parameters and in the text.

\- I suppose inserting the figure legends in the middle of the text is a requirement of the journal, but it is a bit weird \...

-Figure 1:

Replace Samples by Sampling sites in the figure legend.

Replace forrest by forest in the figure legend

-Figure 2:

Names in the map are not clear.

-Figure 3:

This figure is missing the Brazilian map.

This can be a supplementary figure, not necessary to be included in the main text.

Replace Legenda by Legend and amostras by sampling sites

-Figure 5:

The areas should be more highlighted, perhaps in another colour? And the names are also not very prominent. Authors could also add the number of species that define each area in brackets.

-Figure 6:

The congruence core (CC) and the areas found by MSM cannot be indicated in the same way because they are confused. Use a different colour for one of them, for example. The names of the areas found by MSM could also be added.

Replace samples by sampling sites in the legend and replace also forrest by forest.

-Figure 7:

Replace forrest by forest in the legend.

AoEs could be highlighted in a more visible way. Maybe it would be informative adding the number of species that is defining each EA.

-Figures S2 to S9:

In the figure legends authors need to explain better what is shown. Not only write the abbreviations of the names of the areas of endemism, but all the full name and the abbreviation.

These figures are uninformative. The legend needs to be better explained, what means "just ground", for example?. Does it correspond to the \"brown cells\" cited in the text on line 158? Do all blank cells correspond to absences? A map of the area indicated would also be explanatory in the figures.

Why do not all the species that define the areas of endemism appear in these figures? For example, Obama assu does not appear in figure S2, and Obama nungara, Obama sp. 6 and Pasipha sp. are missing in Figure S3. Is there a justification?

-Table S1:

Delete "s" in comes. Delete "f" in refers. There are some typos in the table, such as PResas, or PNItajai (missing space).

-Table S2:

In the table legend an "a" is missing in justification. Species names and genera should be in italics.

Reviewer \#2: This is an interesting study on areas of endemism using land planarians as a model. Due to land planarians' characteristics, they are indeed an excellent group for such studies. I am not familiar with the methods used but, according to how they were explained an based on the provided references, everything seems to have been conducted correctly. I have only a few comments and suggestions that might improve the manuscript.

I think the first part of the introduction, which makes a historical analysis of Areas of Endemism proposed for the Atlantic Forest, could be more concise. Although it is an interesting presentation of previous works on the subject and in the same biome, I think it could be presented with fewer details about, for example, which Areas of Endemism each study defined.

Regarding the number and distribution of species considered in this study, I think it would be good to explain that some of the species may actually be species complexes, which is the case for species such as Luteostriata ernesti, Paraba multicolor and Paraba rubidolineata. As currently defined and based on the data shown in Supplementary Table 1, they did not help define any AoE, but once split up into separate species, they could reveal to be endemic species as well and help future studies.

I found Table 1 to be confusing in the way it is presented and, especially, the point in the text in which it appears. It would be better to refer to it at the end of the "materials and methods" section, after all its components have been explained, or even in the results section. For example, the meaning of "merged with..." found in the last column only became clear after reading the results.

I also made several suggestions to improve the language in the attached version of the manuscript.

Overall, the study is an important contribution to the knowledge of endemicity in an endangered biome, as well as an important contribution to the study of land planarians and, therefore, should be certainly published.

Reviewer \#3: Dear authors,

Please find here my comments on the manuscript PONE-D-19-32242 "Numerous areas of endemism of land planarians (Platyhelminthes: Tricladida) in the Southern Atlantic Forest as inferred from combined methods".

I had quite a hard time reading this manuscript. From a structural perspective the paper is hard to follow due to the high number of abbreviations, lack of consistent scale and delimitation of the areas on the maps, and lack of direct reading what is in the figures within the text, and many information scattered in several different supplementary figures. Language quality is very variable along the text, and requires attention. The repeated use of "said" to refer to "these" or to "already mentioned"attracted my attention, because it is not (or not commonly) employed this way in English.

After struggling to decipher some abbreviations, I found a list in page 23. More surprised I was when I found that EA and NDM (and NDM/VNDM somehow) refer to the same thing. Please reduce abbreviations as much as possible.

A specific case is Table 1). What do the abbreviations of the lines mean? Sites? Why don't use the same abbreviations in the text?

The problem of lack of consistency in scales and the clipping in different zones makes impossible to understand figure 2. I would need to see the same background in all figures, with the presentation of different analysis as the only thing varying from one to another. The indication of the part of Brazil where they come from does not really solve the problem.

The same needs to be solved with figs 3 and 4. Why do they comprise different zones, if one specifies what is globally shown in the other?

A legend should make the figure to be read as a stand-alone information. So, it would be necessary to add the meaning of abbreviations.

A minor point concerning this is to avoid using reds and greens to show your results -- please search for colorblind safe outputs so anyone can read it.

Some text reamined in Portuguese within the figures. Please check.

The huge number of supporting information in different files is also a matter of confusion and difficulties to read the manuscript as a reviewer, particularly because they are separated from legends. I guess it is a journal's requirement (that figures are submitted without subtitles) but it would be very helpful if they were together.

General presentation apart, I have many concerns about the analysis performed here and at understanding the meaning of these areas classified.

The approach is quite old-fashioned, the literature is cited in the introduction is completely outdated -- most of them date from the 80th, or 90th -- even if the problem continued to be studied in many other ways. Some of these references (like reference 8) do not deal with the problem indicated.

The main problem of this approach is that areas are classified by the points of occurrence of a small sample in a huge universe of sampling possibilities. Here the authors indicate that they made a strong sampling effort at every 120km, and some gaps between these distances were covered with data from the literature. But what is in between these 120km is unknown, or poorly covered. But all biogeographer and macroecologist knows that absences might reflect three main things: lack of sample, previous occurrence followed by local extinction due to recent environmental changes, and real absences. This picture makes that classifying areas based on samples along such scattered points can lead to huge errors, and could not be useful to support any conservation strategy.

Modern biogeography relies on niche models (MaxEnt or recent Bayesian methods) to infer the distribution ranges of species. Areas of endemism are then those intersecting the highest number of the inferred range of the different species (or by the number of species desired to be defined, the information is visible and the limits can be settled by the reader of the output figure). These methods solve the problems of rough information about distribution range by coupling these rough data with fine information about the environment where the species were captured. Based on it, they identify specie's environmental preferenda, so inferring their distribution ranges. In addition, recent studies show that they niche models can be applied to datasets with very low number of points of occurrences (even with 3, a signal can be detected), so being useful to many of the species used here. I really don't understand why did you choose to make grids from points, or to use the Kernel interpolation when these niche models methods are so widespread, and well accepted by the scientific community?

This said, the main problem of the present study is the use of many different methods to assess these areas, the problems of changing scales and the meaning of the consensus used to select areas. As shown here it leads to such a multitude of possible outputs, and the extent they are repeatable and testable can be strongly argued. Even a manual search was necessary, because these methods are not capable to handle single localities. But what if all these localities came out of a single repeatable method in which each calibration was clearly pré-defined?

For example, one major problem evoked in the text is that areas of endemism are very dependent on the grid cell size. In a first step it results from the use of coarse grain sample to estimate (samples were mostly taken from areas about 120km apart).

Rescaling is often a good strategy to check how the patterns observed can be nested. But the choice of scales must be adequate to the distribution of the samples. You describe the way you searched for areas of endemism indicating that you searched for different grid size cells (of 0.1 º, 0.25º, 0.3º, 0.5º, and 1º) (Lines 151- 154). Considering that 1° corresponds to about 111 km near the equator, and that your grain comprised about 120km between sites, and that sites were very often much smaller than that, I wonder if refining under 1° makes sense. I guess it doesn't, because you hardly retrieve nested areas, which is quite surprising.

Another part not explored here is that the way grid cells are placed also play an important role on the identification of areas shared by organisms or not. This could be done by shuffling the placement of the grids and trying to confirm the signal. But it was not done here.

Besides that, you are not clear when dealing with widespread species -- what does widespread mean? You also about areas with disjunct distribution -- not accepted in your evaluation because they were defined by widespread species.

Lines 157-159 - Some of these gaps represent unsampled areas (empty cells in NDM/VNDM, S2-S9 Figure) and others represent real absences of certain species (brown cells in NDM/VNDM, S2-S9 Figure). As indicate above absences can be due to at least three things. What do you mean by "real absences"?
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Author response to Decision Letter 0

2 Apr 2020

Dear Dr Justine and Dr. Vall-llosera Camps,

We appreciate the acceptance of our appeal request for the submission. We also thank you for the nice comments on our contribution with this manuscript, and all three referees for the careful review they made, although some of the views are not fully shared by us.

We have revised the manuscript following most of the reviewers\' suggestions and corrections and have addressed all their queries. The manuscript has been made simpler by reducing the number of abbreviations, adding some explanations to points raised by the reviewers, editing figure maps and reducing figures to the minimum needed. We believe that the manuscript has improved considerably and is now fully understandable. Please see also below our answers to the specific comments by the referees.

We hope to have been fully complied with the editor and referee requests.

Sincerely,

The authors,

Domingo Lago-Barcia

Márcio B. DaSilva

Luis A. Conti

Fernando Carbayo

RESPONSE TO REVIEWERS (IN BLUE)

PONE-D-19-32242

Numerous areas of endemism of land planarians (Platyhelminthes: Tricladida) in the Southern Atlantic Forest as inferred from combined methods

PLOS ONE

Dear Mr. Lago-Barcia,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we have decided that your manuscript does not meet our criteria for publication and must therefore be rejected.

Specifically:

Dear authors,

I would like to apologize for the delay. The manuscript came into my hand in December. I immediately solicited 8 reviewers and had each time an answer about Christmas holidays coming and the impossibility to review a paper in 10 days. In January, I made a second pass, allowed longer delays, and eventually obtained 3 reviews. That took time.

This is obviously an important manuscript with abundant data, and a lot of work by the authors.

Two of the reviewers are specialists of land planarians. They mentioned a number of minor or no-so-minor problems, which by themselves would justify major revision.

The third reviewer is a specialist of ecology and analysis of biodiversity and endemicity. This reviewer mentioned in the comments to the Editor \"The main problem of this manuscript is that the approach, methods and question are really outdated. There are so many performing methods that could be applied, but the authors insist on this approach\".

Therefore, I fear that the manuscript, even after revision, would not convince the scientific community. It is thus better to reject it and give you an opportunity to rethink the methods.

I am sorry that we cannot be more positive on this occasion, but hope that you appreciate the reasons for this decision.

Yours sincerely,

Jean-lou Justine, DrSc

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

Comments to the Author

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: N/A

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: I Don\'t Know

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The PLOS Data policy requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1. Marta Álvarez-Presas:

Dear authors,

This article is a contribution of new AoE in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest found through the use of a little-known group, the land planarians. The manuscript is perfectly understandable, written in good English and the work has been carried out with great rigor. Although there are no major errors in this paper, some changes are proposed that could help improve the manuscript. All my comments are below:

Thanks for the nice comments.

Title

In my opinion the title could be much more creative and flashier to make the article catchier for readers. Considering that PloS ONE publishes many articles, it is interesting that the title attracts the attention of the reader.

We changed it to \"Areas of endemism of land planarians (Platyhelminthes: Tricladida) in the Southern Atlantic Forest as inferred from combined methods\"

Abstract

Since abbreviations are already used in the abstract, the Areas of Endemism (AoEs) should be added at the beginning of the abstract, since the abbreviation is then used. "Areas of Endemism (AoEs) are the main study units..."

Done.

Introduction

-In the introduction an exhaustive analysis is made of all the published results on AoEs in the region, which is a little hard to follow without graphic support. It would be good to present a summary figure indicating the different areas of endemism described above on a map.

Agree; we added the new figure 1.

\- In the same introduction, a variable number of groups of endemism are commented on according to the study analysed. It is not commented on why these numbers are so divergent, nor is it done in the discussion, which would be appreciable to comment.

Numbers of areas of endemism have varied according to progressive refinement of the methods and the taxonomic group used as model, either animals or plants. It is expected that lineages coexisting in a geographical space will also share overlapped biogeographic history. Deviations from this situation may be assigned to contingencies and to the unique ecological and physiological constraints undergone by each lineage. We put this information more explicitly in the lines 97-101.

\- Line 91 of the introduction could be written on line 46, where the AoEs are defined, since this comment where it is now is a bit disconnected from the rest of the text.

Done.

\- At the end of the introduction a short summary of the contributions of other authors so far would be positive. Why can terrestrial planarians be decisive for the analysis of AoEs in the Atlantic Forest? What is the novelty that land planarians can contribute, and other taxa already analysed, such as harvestmen, haven't shown yet?

As a summary, we added the following: \"Refinement of the methods in the discovery of areas of endemism has accordingly produced more refined, congruent areas inferred from different taxonomic groups. General differences are related to size and shape of these areas.\" This sentence is placed in the lines 94-96.

Land planarians can be decisive on account of their ecological and physiological limitations as explained in the Abstract. We believe this is stated in the lines 103-109.

The novelty posed by the land planarians is the result of our study, summarized in the current title of the manuscript and discussed along the text. Studies with Opiliones have resulted in partial overlapping areas of endemism with those we discovered with planarians. This overlap should be celebrated as it provides support to the hypothesis that lineages coexisting in a geographical space also share similar biogeographic history.

Material and methods

\- Abbreviations should be placed before this section, otherwise, the entire text is read without knowing what the abbreviations correspond to.

Done. We also checked the manuscript to reduce to a minimum the number of abbreviations.

-Line 114- Replace "place" by "locality".

Done.

-Line 124- What does \"sporadically in other localities between 2009 and 2018\" mean? All samplings were performed on these dates? This sentence is not clear, please clarify.

\"Sporadicly\" means short-termed, non previously planned samplings. These samplings are typically done during a holiday trip. We divided this sentence into two to make it clear.

\- In my opinion the NDM method should be a little better explained. PloS ONE readers do not have to be specialists in the subject, and it is quite complex to understand what it is and how it works.

The first approach (i), NDM, is based on an optimality criterion which uses species distributions to identify AoEs. It uses an heuristic algorithm to calculate an endemicity score for each cell containing endemic species. We included these sentences in lines 167-169.

\- Line 182- When authors refer to the manual search method, perhaps they could also name it with an abbreviation (MSM) so that it is easier to recognize in the text and in the figures.

Done.

-Line 183- A justified explanation of why this third method is used and why the two numerical methods are not enough would be lacking.

In the revised version of the MS, we give a different treatment to the manual search and make a reflection on why the numerical methods did not retrieved these areas as AoE.

-Line 185- Have Congruence Cores (CC) been calculated with a consensus of the 3 methods? Please clarify.

"Species ranges that delimit or influence AoEs in the numerical analyses (i. e., NDM and GIE) were used to delimit the Congruence Cores (CC, \[25\]) of AoEs." Lines 208-209.

-Line 189- The way in which the Maximum Region of Endemism is defined is not clear, please rewrite.

Therefore a MRE is an expansion of the AoE using the distribution of species which are found inside its CC but never inside another CC. This sentence has been added to facilitate the understanding of MRE in lines 215-216.

Results

-Line 230- Indicate that the results of 0.3 cell size grids are not shown.

Done.

-Line 231- Why is there so much difference in the number of initial endemic areas defined and the consensus? It goes from 19 to 5!

This is because of the way NDM/VNDM works: firstly, it produces 19 preliminary sets of areas of endemism formed by different combination of endemic species. In a next step, they are transformed into a broader, consensus area were all endemic species are included.

-Line 256- I would add the sentence \"In this analysis, species with smallest ranges weighted more \...\" in the text of the results, and not in the figure legend.

Done.

-Line 300- The sentence \"GIE does not indicate objectively \...\" should be written before, when the results of GIE are explained.

Done.

Discussion

\- Given the problems that arise throughout the manuscript, closely related to the methods used to infer areas of endemism. Why have the authors not calculated the phylogenetic endemism too? Then they could have done a much more complete study. What is the goal of the study? If the authors want to define the areas of endemism for conservation purposes, more evidence is needed. Approaches that do not take phylogenetic data into account are not effective in protecting evolutionary lineages.

Respectfully, we do not grasp which are the problems the reviewer refers to. The objective of the study is to contribute to the discovery of areas of endemism as inferred from the distributional data of land planarians. We believe this objective is fully achieved. Moreover, we suggested historical explanations (Discussion, lines 440-508) for the existence of these areas of endemism that may receive attention with conservation purposes because they house rare species.

As referred in the literature cited in the Introduction \[references 8, 9, 10, 11\] areas of endemism themselves are a good approach to develop strategies in conservation studies. Anyway, she makes a good point suggesting an alternative approach which is out of the scope of this study since we are not focused on the discovery of evolutionary lineages. Furthermore, the systematic position of many species is uncertain (incertae sedis) and several genera are non-monophyletic.

-Line 335- The sentence starting in this line is extremely long and is confusing, please rewrite.

We edited the sentence.

-Line 341- Figure S1 is not cited in the text so far, when figures S2 to S9 have already been cited, therefore, this cannot be Figure S1, but should be S9 in the logical order of the figures.

It is our fault. We corrected it.

-Line 342- Given the constraints presented by the GIE method, why have the authors only done two tests? Have not tested more parameters? Is there any statistical method to confirm the reliability of the results? Could it be applied in this case?

These two parameters are available in the Geographic Interpolation of Endemism toolkit, which handles only spacial parameters: the size (or radius) of each class, and the weight each of those classes will have in the Kernel interpolation. To the best of our knowledge, there are no additional parameters, nor statistical methods.

-Line 345- The figure quoted is wrong, I think they refer to figure 3.

It is our fault. We corrected it.

-Line 370- Is that possible that the integration of the results of different methods is overestimating the number of areas of endemism?

We do not think so. Our starting point is the definition of an area of endemism, followed by the method(s) adopted to discover them. In our study, we managed to overcome the limitations posed by each of the methods by complementing to each other. For example, EA fails to detect AoE when different endemic species have been collected in a single locality, which can be solved by integrating the results obtained from GIE. In a strict definition of an area of endemism, all methods overcome areas with unique species with a substantial congruence among their ranges.

-Line 395- The paragraph is not well understood. Delete or rewrite.

It is our fault. We edited it.

-Line 412- Have the authors analysed the copulatory apparatus of these species? Could it be true what Froehlich proposes? Maybe a phylogenetic analysis would solve this problem.

Yes. We analysed the copulatory apparatus of these species, but have not found morphological differences that would cast doubt on Froehlich\'s taxonomic work. We do not have representatives of these nominal species from the type localities but certainly a phylogenetic analysis would be helpful.

-Line 415- This whole section is a bit wordy and does not contribute anything new to the manuscript. In my opinion it can be removed up to line 429.

Agree; part of the sentences were deleted..

-Line 454- Have the authors confirmed whether the 9 areas of endemism defined coincide with any type of geographical accident? It would be interesting to overlap the layers of rainfall with the areas, to see if they coincide with really humid areas, as the authors hypothesize.

We believe we have shown and discussed this coincidence in the Section 3 Causal factors of areas of endemism (lines 440-508)

-Line 482- Replace Alvares-Prezas by Alvarez-Presas.

Done.

-Line 495- An "l" is missing in Alvarez.

Done.

Figures and Tables

-Table 1:

What is the difference between Endemic and Congruence Core (CC)? It is not indicated anywhere.

Widespread should be abbreviated (WS), like the other parameters and in the text.

We edited the text to explain what a Endemic and CC are (lines 209-210).

\- I suppose inserting the figure legends in the middle of the text is a requirement of the journal, but it is a bit weird \...

Agree.

-Figure 1:

Replace Samples by Sampling sites in the figure legend.

Done.

Replace forrest by forest in the figure legend

Done.

-Figure 2:

Names in the map are not clear.

We believe this is related with the copy available for the reviewers. Original figures show readable text.

-Figure 3:

This figure is missing the Brazilian map.

This can be a supplementary figure, not necessary to be included in the main text.

Replace Legenda by Legend and amostras by sampling sites

Done.

-Figure 5:

The areas should be more highlighted, perhaps in another colour? And the names are also not very prominent. Authors could also add the number of species that define each area in brackets.

Done.

-Figure 6:

The congruence core (CC) and the areas found by MSM cannot be indicated in the same way because they are confused. Use a different colour for one of them, for example. The names of the areas found by MSM could also be added.

Replace samples by sampling sites in the legend and replace also forrest by forest.

We edited this and the other figure maps.

-Figure 7:

Replace forrest by forest in the legend.

Done.

AoEs could be highlighted in a more visible way. Maybe it would be informative adding the number of species that is defining each EA.

We believe that the Table 1 achieves this purpose.

-Figures S2 to S9:

In the figure legends authors need to explain better what is shown. Not only write the abbreviations of the names of the areas of endemism, but all the full name and the abbreviation.

These figures are uninformative. The legend needs to be better explained, what means "just ground", for example?. Does it correspond to the \"brown cells\" cited in the text on line 158? Do all blank cells correspond to absences? A map of the area indicated would also be explanatory in the figures.

Why do not all the species that define the areas of endemism appear in these figures? For example, Obama assu does not appear in figure S2, and Obama nungara, Obama sp. 6 and Pasipha sp. are missing in Figure S3. Is there a justification?

Agree. \"Just ground\" and color of the cells are default outputs of the software NDM. We edited the text legends.

-Table S1:

Delete "s" in comes. Delete "f" in refers. There are some typos in the table, such as PResas, or PNItajai (missing space).

Done.

-Table S2:

In the table legend an "a" is missing in justification. Species names and genera should be in italics.

Done.

Reviewer \#2:

This is an interesting study on areas of endemism using land planarians as a model. Due to land planarians' characteristics, they are indeed an excellent group for such studies. I am not familiar with the methods used but, according to how they were explained an based on the provided references, everything seems to have been conducted correctly. I have only a few comments and suggestions that might improve the manuscript.

I think the first part of the introduction, which makes a historical analysis of Areas of Endemism proposed for the Atlantic Forest, could be more concise. Although it is an interesting presentation of previous works on the subject and in the same biome, I think it could be presented with fewer details about, for example, which Areas of Endemism each study defined.

We edited the text to try and reduce its length and added a map (Figure 1) summarizing the text.

Regarding the number and distribution of species considered in this study, I think it would be good to explain that some of the species may actually be species complexes, which is the case for species such as Luteostriata ernesti, Paraba multicolor and Paraba rubidolineata. As currently defined and based on the data shown in Supplementary Table 1, they did not help define any AoE, but once split up into separate species, they could reveal to be endemic species as well and help future studies.

Good point. Correct species identification is fundamental for inferring areas of endemism and we took this into account when compiling distributional data of the species from literature. The species mentioned can represent unsolved species complexes. Future taxonomic work could disentangle this situation. We believe that the areas of endemism discovered in this study would not be affected by eventual taxonomic changes of those species because each area of endemism is grounded on a number of species.

I found Table 1 to be confusing in the way it is presented and, especially, the point in the text in which it appears. It would be better to refer to it at the end of the "materials and methods" section, after all its components have been explained, or even in the results section. For example, the meaning of "merged with..." found in the last column only became clear after reading the results.

Agree. The table was moved to the end of Materials and Methods.

I also made several suggestions to improve the language in the attached version of the manuscript.

Many thanks for your suggestions and corrections in the attached version; most of them were followed.

Overall, the study is an important contribution to the knowledge of endemicity in an endangered biome, as well as an important contribution to the study of land planarians and, therefore, should be certainly published.

Thanks for the nice comment.

Reviewer \#3:

Dear authors,

Please find here my comments on the manuscript PONE-D-19-32242 "Numerous areas of endemism of land planarians (Platyhelminthes: Tricladida) in the Southern Atlantic Forest as inferred from combined methods".

I had quite a hard time reading this manuscript. From a structural perspective the paper is hard to follow due to the high number of abbreviations, lack of consistent scale and delimitation of the areas on the maps, and lack of direct reading what is in the figures within the text, and many information scattered in several different supplementary figures. Language quality is very variable along the text, and requires attention. The repeated use of "said" to refer to "these" or to "already mentioned"attracted my attention, because it is not (or not commonly) employed this way in English.

After struggling to decipher some abbreviations, I found a list in page 23. More surprised I was when I found that EA and NDM (and NDM/VNDM somehow) refer to the same thing. Please reduce abbreviations as much as possible.

We apologize for the additional attention needed to follow abbreviations in the text. In the revised version, we tried to reduce them to a minimum. It was our fault to synonymize NDM with EA. The text should read EA to mean a method named Endemicity Analysis, NDM is a software performing Endemicity Analysis. VNDM is software built in NDM for visualizing maps.

We also checked the maps to show them at the same scale and with the same ground whenever possible. We also omitted figures not needed to understand our results, so that the reader can easily focus on the main points of the study.

A specific case is Table 1). What do the abbreviations of the lines mean? Sites? Why don't use the same abbreviations in the text?

We edited the Table to make it clear.

The problem of lack of consistency in scales and the clipping in different zones makes impossible to understand figure 2. I would need to see the same background in all figures, with the presentation of different analysis as the only thing varying from one to another. The indication of the part of Brazil where they come from does not really solve the problem.

The same needs to be solved with figs 3 and 4. Why do they comprise different zones, if one specifies what is globally shown in the other?

We changed the size of the figures to the same scale.

A legend should make the figure to be read as a stand-alone information. So, it would be necessary to add the meaning of abbreviations.

Done.

A minor point concerning this is to avoid using reds and greens to show your results -- please search for colorblind safe outputs so anyone can read it.

Some text reamined in Portuguese within the figures. Please check.

Done.

The huge number of supporting information in different files is also a matter of confusion and difficulties to read the manuscript as a reviewer, particularly because they are separated from legends. I guess it is a journal's requirement (that figures are submitted without subtitles) but it would be very helpful if they were together.

Agree. Whenever possible, we avoid the use of colors and reduced the number of supporting information to a minimum needed to understand the results. It is a journal's requirement to include the figure legend's in the manuscript text and not in the figure file.

General presentation apart, I have many concerns about the analysis performed here and at understanding the meaning of these areas classified.

The approach is quite old-fashioned, the literature is cited in the introduction is completely outdated -- most of them date from the 80th, or 90th -- even if the problem continued to be studied in many other ways. Some of these references (like reference 8) do not deal with the problem indicated. The main problem of this approach is that areas are classified by the points of occurrence of a small sample in a huge universe of sampling possibilities. Here the authors indicate that they made a strong sampling effort at every 120km, and some gaps between these distances were covered with data from the literature. But what is in between these 120km is unknown, or poorly covered. But all biogeographer and macroecologist knows that absences might reflect three main things: lack of sample, previous occurrence followed by local extinction due to recent environmental changes, and real absences. This picture makes that classifying areas based on samples along such scattered points can lead to huge errors, and could not be useful to support any conservation strategy.

Modern biogeography relies on niche models (MaxEnt or recent Bayesian methods) to infer the distribution ranges of species. Areas of endemism are then those intersecting the highest number of the inferred range of the different species (or by the number of species desired to be defined, the information is visible and the limits can be settled by the reader of the output figure). These methods solve the problems of rough information about distribution range by coupling these rough data with fine information about the environment where the species were captured. Based on it, they identify specie's environmental preferenda, so inferring their distribution ranges. In addition, recent studies show that they niche models can be applied to datasets with very low number of points of occurrences (even with 3, a signal can be detected), so being useful to many of the species used here. I really don't understand why did you choose to make grids from points, or to use the Geographic Interpolation of Endemism when these niche models methods are so widespread, and well accepted by the scientific community?

With all respect, we disagree with your view. Historical biogeography is a dynamic discipline with several approaches and methods, one of them is on areas of endemism. Its concepts, theoretical approaches and methodological discussions have been extensively discussed in updated high impact articles. It is related to speciation, geographic barriers, common biogeographic patterns and so on. Areas of endemism may be defined as an area with two or more endemic species living in them, presenting substantial congruence among their range limits (Platnick 1991). Specific methods explore exhaustive distributional data of species to discover areas of endemism. In agreement with this, the methods and findings of our study are sound.

The fact that the method is old-fashioned (a viewpoint which we do not agree with; Geographic Interpolation of Endemism was firstly proposed in 2015 in a paper published in PlosOne, (Oliveira et al, 2015) does not imply that is does not produce scientifically robust results. The novelty per se posed by new methodological approaches is not a reason for neglecting current methods. A method should be abandoned if its scientific incorrectness is proved. This is not the case. To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature that invalidates our approach. This point also meets Journal\'s Criteria for publication; Plos One is not specifically concerned with novelty, but with robust results: \"Experiments, statistics, and other analyses are performed to a high technical standard and are described in sufficient detail\" (please find the remaining 6 criteria at: <https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/criteria-for-publication>).

The reviewer recommends to adopt different approaches such as niche modeling. She/He makes a good point. Although it is evidently out of the scope of this study, it would be interesting to compare our results with those produced with niche modeling. Niche modeling is constrained by the abundance of distributional data of each species. We handled 570 records of 270 species. Among them, 230 species are only known from 1-2 records (85% of the total species), 17 species by 3 records (6%) and 23 species by more than three records (9%). We have no expertise in niche modeling, but from reviewer's wording, only 15% of the species (those with 3 or more records) would be suitable for that approach. It implies a data loss of 85% of the species.

Furthermore, the climatic suitability of taxa does not necessarily represent the actual ranges of species distribution. In previous studies, physical parameters did not explain the distribution of land planarian species (Antunes et al., 2012; Álvarez-Presas et al., 2018); alternatively, historical processes have been claimed to explain current distribution of these species (Álvarez-Presas et al., 2018), probably as a consequence of the ecological and physiological limitations of these organisms. Therefore, niche modeling will seemingly explore just a fraction of our data and add noise to our distributional information, which is exclusively based on true records taken in the field and the present work explicitly aims to delimit areas of endemism. In our view, the large amount of true spatial data of so many species of land planarians constitute a great virtue in our study.

Antunes et al., 2012. Habitat structure, soil properties, and food availability do not predict terrestrial flatworms occurrence in Araucaria Forest sites. Pedobiologia 55: 25--31, <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pedobi.2011.09.010>

Álvarez-Presas et al., 2018. Hidden diversity in forest soils: Characterization and comparison of terrestrial flatworm's communities in two national parks in Spain. Ecology and Evolution 1--15, DOI: 10.1002/ece3.4178

Oliveira U, Brescovit AD, Santos AJ. 2015. Delimiting Areas of Endemism through Kernel Interpolation. PLoS ONE. 10(1) DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0116673

Platnick NI. On areas of endemism. Aust. Syst. Bot. 1991;4: 11-12

Finally, with respect to the reviewer's comment above (\"Some of these references (like reference 8) do not deal with the problem indicated\"), we reply as follows: REF 8 (Vane-Wright et al., 1991) was mentioned here especifically because of authors'view: \"McNaughton (1989) has observed that we have to \'determine what should be conserved and how it is to be conserved. A criticalplaces strategy.., could accomplish this objective\'. McNaughton is an ecologist, and his \'critical places\' refer to representative ecosystems. As systematists we think instead of areas of endemism, or critical faunas and floras for particular taxonomic groups.\" (p. 242, 2nd paragraph).

This said, the main problem of the present study is the use of many different methods to assess these areas, the problems of changing scales and the meaning of the consensus used to select areas. As shown here it leads to such a multitude of possible outputs, and the extent they are repeatable and testable can be strongly argued. Even a manual search was necessary, because these methods are not capable to handle single localities. But what if all these localities came out of a single repeatable method in which each calibration was clearly pré-defined?

For example, one major problem evoked in the text is that areas of endemism are very dependent on the grid cell size. In a first step it results from the use of coarse grain sample to estimate (samples were mostly taken from areas about 120km apart).

Rescaling is often a good strategy to check how the patterns observed can be nested. But the choice of scales must be adequate to the distribution of the samples. You describe the way you searched for areas of endemism indicating that you searched for different grid size cells (of 0.1 º, 0.25º, 0.3º, 0.5º, and 1º) (Lines 151- 154). Considering that 1° corresponds to about 111 km near the equator, and that your grain comprised about 120km between sites, and that sites were very often much smaller than that, I wonder if refining under 1° makes sense. I guess it doesn't, because you hardly retrieve nested areas, which is quite surprising.

Another part not explored here is that the way grid cells are placed also play an important role on the identification of areas shared by organisms or not. This could be done by shuffling the placement of the grids and trying to confirm the signal. But it was not done here.

As we highlighted along the text (lines 333-408) each method we used presents limitations in finding areas of endemism. The combined methods avoid constraints derived from sampling bias, a situation that will virtually never be solved. We believe we discussed it extensively in the Discussion section and provide support to combine these methods. The multiple outputs are just rough results in the form of preliminary maps that after treatment produce consensus areas of endemism. Detailed material and methods and Supporting information are intended to allow reproducibility of our results. We also do not intend to consider the matter closed but to contribute to the debate of discovery and test of congruence of areas of endemism in the Atlantic forest. In the future, further samplings in non explored areas will help test the existence of new areas of endemism or to reshape the ones we discovered in this study.

We rethought the "manual search method", because of its subjectivity, and decided to remove it as a step from our methods, focusing on NDM and GIE results.

The problem related to grid size was properly approched by Oliveira et al (2015), who developed a method that does not require grids, and DaSilva et al (2016), who developed a protocol that details the reasoning behind scale in the area of endemism searching. We believe that the use of both approaches (including NDM which is a commonly used method to delimit areas of endemism), and the integration of them is a virtue of the present work.

"We adjusted the points of grid origin to the default position provided by NDM and to 3 other origins to test for eventual hidden AoE derived from position\..." We added this information in the text in lines 173-174.

Besides that, you are not clear when dealing with widespread species -- what does widespread mean? You also about areas with disjunct distribution -- not accepted in your evaluation because they were defined by widespread species.

Widespread species are the species found in two or more areas of endemism. Subsequently they are not endemic to any area. They are maintained in the analyses but they do not contribute to -nor weight against- the delimitation of an AoE. We edited the text (lines 212-213) to make it clear.

Disjunct AoE can be accepted. The problem arises when the disjunct AoE is defined by widespread species, i.e., species occurring in two separated areas of endemism. An AoE cannot be identified by a widespread species due to the definition of a widespread species (mentioned above). A species cannot be found in two different AoE as it invalidates its status of endemicity. This approach is based on the work of DaSilva et al (2016) and earlier literature cited in this paper.

Lines 157-159 - Some of these gaps represent unsampled areas (empty cells in NDM/VNDM, S2-S9 Figure) and others represent real absences of certain species (brown cells in NDM/VNDM, S2-S9 Figure). As indicate above absences can be due to at least three things. What do you mean by "real absences"?

\"Unsampled areas\" are areas where no sampling has been conducted. \"Real absences\" are sampled areas where certain species have not been found. We made it clear in the new version of the manuscript. We do not know to what extent a species not observed in a sampled area is really absent. Most probably, the number of species really inhabiting an area is larger than the number of species actually found, even in the six intensely sampled areas. This bias is virtually unavoidable. A general overview of our results shows that as we make progress in the study of areas of endemism in the Atlantic forest, more refined and non-conflicting areas are being discovered. The new figure 1 included in the manuscript might help to show it.
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